Jeffrey Brongo Property  
Town of Gates

Region 8, Monroe County

Site Setup:
This is a former sand/gravel pit that the owner is currently using as a contractor/equipment yard. The site contains 16.5 acres and is bordered on the south by an expressway and to the immediate north and west by residents. Tires are located in several piles mainly in the north and east portion of the site.

Number of piles: 10 to 12

Dimensions of piles:
Many non distinct piles on-site. Quantity was estimated by tractor trailer volume of approximately 1,000 to 1,200 tires. This was the average size per pile, with two or three piles being in the 1500 to 3000 tire range. Several piles contained truck tires.

Number of tires: 18,000 estimated

Condition of tires:
Most are normal scrap yard condition. Many passenger tires are sliced. The majority of the truck tires appeared to be on rims.

Access to Site:
A dirt lane winds through the site with most of the piles being located adjacent to the lane. Heavy equipment could reach most piles.

Concerns: Vectors and fire